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ABSTRACT
Disaggregated memory separates compute and memory resources
into independent pools connected by fast RDMA (Remote Direct
Memory Access) networks, which can improve memory utilization,
reduce cost, and enable elastic scaling of compute and memory
resources. Hash indexes provide high-performance single-point op-
erations and are widely used in distributed systems and databases.
However, under disaggregatedmemory, existing hash indexes suffer
from write performance degradation due to high resize overhead
and concurrency control overhead. Traditional write-optimized
hash indexes are not efficient for disaggregated memory and sacri-
fice read performance.

In this paper, we propose SepHash, a write-optimized hash index
for disaggregated memory. First, SepHash proposes a two-level
separate segment structure that significantly reduces the band-
width consumption of resize operations. Second, SepHash employs
a low-latency concurrency control strategy to eliminate unneces-
sary mutual exclusion and check overhead during insert operations.
Finally, SepHash designs an efficient cache and filter to acceler-
ate read operations. The evaluation results show that, compared
to state-of-the-art distributed hash indexes, SepHash achieves a
3.3× higher write performance while maintaining comparable read
performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, disaggregated memory architecture has received wide-
spread attention from both academia [20, 26, 36, 37, 45, 57, 58]
and industry (e.g., Microsoft [21], Alibaba [5, 58], IBM [17]) due
to its high resource utilization, scalability, and failure isolation ad-
vantages. Disaggregated memory decouples compute (CPU) and
memory resources from traditional monolithic servers to form in-
dependent resource pools. The compute pool contains rich CPU
resources but minimal memory resources, whereas the memory
pool contains large amounts of memory but near-zero computa-
tion power. The compute pool accesses the memory pool through
RDMA-capable networks such as InfiniBand, RoCE, and Omnipath
[15, 38, 54], which offer salient features including remote CPU
bypass, low latency, and high bandwidth [14, 40, 59].

Distributed hash indexes are widely used for high-performance
data indexing services such as databases, key-value (KV) stores,
memory pool systems, and file systems [1, 8, 24, 27, 46]. However,
due to the near-zero computation power of memory pools, tradi-
tional solutions [14, 28, 46] based on two-sided RDMA operations
cannot be applied efficiently to disaggregated memory architec-
tures. Prior work, e.g., RACE [65], focused on designing extendible
hash structures [19, 30] that are friendly to one-sided RDMA access.
However, when faced with write-intensive workloads, RACE suffers
from severe write performance degradation due to inefficient resize
operations and high concurrency control overhead. One common
way to improve the write performance of hash indexes is to intro-
duce leveling index structures that optimize data movement, such
as CLevel [9] and Plush [41]. However, these designs do not cater to
disaggregated memory, leading to frequent RDMA communication
induced by a large number of small reads and writes. Furthermore,
the multi-level index structure significantly compromises the read
performance. Direct transplanting of these solutions is inadequate
to attain the desired performance. In summary, it is imperative to
redesign high-performance hash indexes for disaggregated memory,
yet it is confronted with the following challenges:

1) Significant resize overhead. Resize operations of hash in-
dexes need to be transferred to clients due to the limited computa-
tion power of the memory nodes, resulting in significant bandwidth
consumption. Existing methods concentrate on minimizing the ag-
gregate data volume moved during each resize operation. Nonethe-
less, they utilize an entry-based transfer strategy that relocates data
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at the granularity of individual entries, causing substantial network
overhead and becoming a performance bottleneck. Simultaneously,
in the context of variable-length KV payloads, transferring each
entry requires accessing the original KV, resulting in a significant
increase in read amplification.

2) Concurrency control overhead. Concurrent access to the
index requires robust mechanisms for ensuring data consistency.
When multiple clients access an index concurrently, they may read
or write the same key at the same time. To avoid issues such as
insert-miss and duplicate key [9, 30, 65], current approaches gener-
ally adopt lock-based or reread-based concurrency control strate-
gies. However, both methods incur additional round-trip time (RTT)
and increase the latency of insert operations.

3) Sacrificing read performance. Achieving optimal write per-
formance often requires compromising the orderliness of the data
layout, which can negatively impact read performance. For instance,
in a leveling hash structure, the read operation must search through
multiple levels, causing severe read amplification. In addition, mem-
ory constraints on compute nodes and communication overhead
make optimizing read performance challenging.

In this paper, we propose SepHash, a write-optimized hash index
for disaggregated memory. To address the above challenges, we
have introduced innovative techniques, including the separate seg-
ment structure for efficient resizing, an RTT-reduced concurrency
control mechanism for reducing write latency, and efficient cache
and filter structures for enhancing read performance. With these
techniques, SepHash delivers high read and write performance.

Separate segment structure. To reduce the resize overhead,
SepHash proposes a two-level separate segment structure that com-
bines the benefits of extendible hash and leveling hash. The data
flow between segments is completely batch-oriented, avoiding indi-
vidual entry movements. By storing depth information (part of the
hash) and state information in each entry, SepHash reduces access
to original KVs and quickly empties old entries during resize.

RTT-reduced concurrency control. SepHash designs an RTT-
reduced concurrency control strategy that uses append write, corou-
tine, and sliding windows. This policy allows highly concurrent
access to the index without additional locking or rereading opera-
tions. All write operations can return immediately after inserting
KV pointers, without waiting for the completion of subsequent
meta-data updates, significantly reducing write latency.

Efficient cache and filter. To improve read performance, Sep-
Hash introduces a filter for the separate segment structure and
maintains a client-side cache. These components can effectively
reduce the access granularity of RDMA operations and reduce
unnecessary access to indexes. SepHash designs a space-efficient
cache structure and proposes an update-efficient filter structure
that requires only one RDMA operation for each update.

We implement a prototype of SepHash and evaluate performance
using Micro-Benchmarks and YCSB workloads [10, 50] . Our experi-
ments demonstrate that, under write-intensive workloads, SepHash
improves write throughput by 3.3× and reduces write latency by
30% compared to state-of-the-art hash indexes. Furthermore, un-
der read-intensive workloads, SepHash achieves 7.1× higher read
throughput compared to other leveling index structures. In sum-
mary, we have the following contributions:

• We perform an analysis of existing hash indexes on disag-
gregated memory and identify three factors contributing to
poor write performance: entry-based resize strategies, read
amplification caused by out-of-place KV, and additional
RTTs caused by concurrent control strategies (§3).

• We design SepHash, a write-optimized hash index on disag-
gregated memory. SepHash employs a two-level structure,
RTT-reduced concurrent control, and efficient cache and
filter to achieve excellent performance (§4).

• We evaluate SepHash and compare it with state-of-the-
art distributed hash indexes. Evaluations demonstrate that
SepHash outperforms other indexes in terms of write per-
formance while achieving balanced read performance (§5).

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Disaggregated Memory
Disaggregated memory segregates compute and memory resources
into separate pools [21, 22, 53], which are interconnected using
high-performance RDMA networks. The compute pool has mul-
tiple CPUs (e.g., 100s) with a few GBs of DRAM. In contrast, the
memory pool has a large number of memory resources (e.g., 100s–
1000s of GBs) with weak computing capabilities (e.g., 1–2 wimpy
cores) for handling communication and memory management.
RDMA networks provide RDMA READ, WRITE, and ATOMIC inter-
faces, e.g., compare-and-swap (CAS) and fetch-and-add (FAA) oper-
ations. RDMA operations are based on the post-poll mechanism.
Users initiate data transfer by posting work requests to the send
queue. Requests in the same send queue are executed sequentially.
By using doorbell batching [34, 43, 47], multiple RDMA operations
can be combined into a single request. These requests are then
read by the RDMA NIC, which asynchronously writes/reads data
to/from remotememory. During data transfer, the completion queue
is polled to check if the operation is complete. Waiting for network
transmissions accounts for most of RDMA’s latency overhead [7],
making it suitable for optimization using coroutine techniques.

Coroutines are lightweight threads that are not managed by the
operating system but by the program. Coroutines allow a program
to pause execution at any location and resume execution later
without interrupting the entire program. This makes coroutines
well suited for asynchronous tasks like RDMA where I/O wait and
compute can be executed under the same thread.

2.2 Write Optimized Hash
Current write-optimized hash indexes include extendible hash [25,
30, 62] and leveling hash [9, 41, 55, 63, 64], as shown in Figure 1.

Extendible hash uses a three-level structure comprising a direc-
tory, segments, and buckets. The directory contains a global depth
variable, which represents the length of the hash suffix used to
index segments in the directory. Each segment holds a local depth
variable, which represents the hash suffix length shared by all KVs
in that segment. A segment includes multiple buckets stored contin-
uously, and the corresponding bucket is selected using another part
of the hash value to insert KVs. Each bucket has multiple entries to
hold KVs with the same hash value. When storing variable-length
KVs, each entry holds a pointer to the KV data. When a bucket is
full, a resize operation is triggered for the entire segment. During a
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Figure 1: Write optimized hash indexes.

resize operation, two new segments are allocated. All KVs in the
old segment are scanned to determine which new segment they
should write to based on the local depth+1 bit of their hash value.
RACE [65] further optimizes the extendible hash for disaggregated
memory. With RACE, each KV corresponds to two buckets within a
segment, and adjacent buckets share an overflow bucket, providing
more write space for hash conflicts. The directory cache is kept on
the client side to shorten the client’s remote access path.

Leveling hash maintains a multi-level index structure of increas-
ing size. CLevel [9] manages all hash tables with a lock-free level
list. Both insert and search operations iterate through all hash tables
level by level from bottom to top. The insert operation clears all
duplicate keys encountered and inserts the data into the bucket
closest to the top, while the search operation retains the data at the
highest level as the final result. If a key cannot find an insertion
position in all levels, a larger new hash table is allocated at the
top and inserted at the end of the global level list. The background
rehash thread continuously migrates data from the lowest level to
the top-level hash table until only two levels of hash tables remain.
Plush [41] introduces the idea of LSM-Tree [32, 51, 52] for leveling
hash. Each level of Plush is an extendible hash with a fixed global
depth, and all data is first inserted into the first level. When the
corresponding bucket at the first level is full, a flush operation
is triggered to transfer KVs to the next level. The global depth is
increased by 4 per level, and the bucket is expanded into a group
consisting of multiple buckets starting from the second level. The
flush operation is triggered recursively when the group space is
also full. The search operation starts from the first level and returns
immediately after encountering the target key.

3 MOTIVATION
3.1 Low Insert Performance of RACE
RACE’s search operation exhibits excellent performance. However,
we observe that RACE’s insert operation suffers from severe re-
size overhead and concurrency collision detection overhead. By
manipulating the initial size of the RACE hash table, we test the
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Figure 2: Performance analysis of RACE.

performance of RACE inserting 100 million keys from scratch with
and without resizing operations. As shown in Figure 2(a), RACE’s
insert performance is reduced by 50% in the presence of resize.

Furthermore, we perform a time decomposition of RACE’s in-
sertion. The insert overhead of RACE comes mainly in two parts:
the normal write operations and the resize operations. The write
operation involves three steps: (1) reading the bucket from remote
memory (ReadBuc); (2) using the RDMA CAS instruction to write
the KV pointer to the empty entry in the bucket (CasEntry); (3)
rereading the bucket to check for duplicate keys (ReRead). The
resize operation also includes three steps: (4) reading the segment
(ReadSeg); (5) reading the KV data corresponding to each entry
(ReadKV); (6) moving the entry to the corresponding new segment
(MoveEntry). As shown in Figure 2(b), the overhead introduced
by splitting accounts for half of the total time (51%), of which the
overhead of moving entries accounts for the largest part. Reading
the corresponding KV for each entry accounts for 27% in the re-
size operation. The ReRead overhead introduced by the concurrent
control policy takes up one-third of the normal write operation.

3.2 Limitations of Leveling Hashes
The leveling hash provides a more cost-effective way to resize oper-
ations. However, the current leveling hashes are not optimized for
disaggregated memory and do not consider RDMA access charac-
teristics. When applied to disaggregated memory, leveling hashes
face three limitations: 1) Multi-level structure suffers from high
communication overhead. The leveling structure increases the ac-
cess path of the search operation, which significantly lowers search
performance. 2) Small-grained access does not fully utilize RDMA
bandwidth. Both CLevel and Plush are designed for persistent mem-
ory, and they issue many small-grained reads and writes to index
metadata due to the low access latency of NVM [42, 49]. However,
by evaluating RDMA bandwidth and latency changes with access
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granularity (Figure 3), we observe that smaller access granularity
leads to lower bandwidth, while larger access granularity leads to
increased latency. Therefore, to design an efficient index structure
for disaggregated memory, it is essential to select appropriate ac-
cess granularity. 3) There is still room for write optimization. Plush
introduces a batch-move strategy to eliminate write amplification
caused by moving entries individually. Applying this strategy to
RACE can improve insert throughput (the green line in Figure 2(a)),
but there is still a large gap compared to the ideal performance.

4 SEPHASH DESIGN
4.1 Overview
This paper proposes SepHash, a write-optimized hash index on dis-
aggregated memory with three core design principles: 1) low resize
overhead, 2) low write latency, and 3) balanced read performance.
Figure 4 shows its key design components:

• Separate segment structure (§4.2). SepHash introduces
a separate segment structure that consists of a small un-
ordered segment (called CurSegment) and a large ordered
segment (called MainSegment). Each CurSegment has a cor-
responding MainSegment, indexed by a directory according
to extendible hash schemes. Whenever the data accumula-
tion in the CurSegment or MainSegment reaches the size
limits, a resize operation (called segment merge or split) is
triggered to batch-transfer entries to a new MainSegment.

• RTT-reduced concurrency control (§4.3). All concurrent
write operations are atomically performed in CurSegment
in an append-only manner. Subsequent write operations
directly overwrite old data without rereading or locking
the segment. The coroutine-optimized RDMA interface and
sliding-window scheme are adopted to reduce write latency.

• Efficient cache and filter (§4.4). Each CurSegment is
equipped with an update-efficient filter to reduce unneces-
sary reads. For each MainSegment, a metadata table (called
FPTable) recording entry distribution is cached in the clients
and is compacted using a record point based scheme.

As shown in Figure 4, the main index structure of SepHash is
stored in the memory pool and consists of two-level hash tables.
Each level is organized according to the extendible hash scheme
and indexed using a common global directory. In the compute pool,
the client maintains a directory cache to accelerate index access and
uses pure one-sided RDMA verbs to perform read/write operations
on the index structure in the memory pool.
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MainSegment

CurSegment
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Figure 4: The overall architecture of SepHash.

4.2 The Index Structure of SepHash
4.2.1 Separate segment structure. To reduce resize overhead and
optimize both read and write performance, we design a sophis-
ticated separate segment structure, as shown in Figure 5, which
includes four major designs:

1) Dual level structure. To balance insert and search perfor-
mance, we divide the index into two levels of segments: top-level
CurSegments and bottom-level MainSegments. The insert operation
is completed after writing the KV pointer to CurSegment. Once the
CurSegment size reaches its limit, a merge operation is triggered,
combining the CurSegment with the corresponding MainSegment
using a single RDMA write. When the MainSegment size reaches
its limit, a split operation is triggered, dividing the MainSegment
into two smaller new segments. Dual-level index structure allows
data to be moved in batches while avoiding degradation in read
performance due to excessive levels.

2) Shared CurSegment. To reduce the number of resize op-
erations, we design a CurSegment structure that eliminates the
intermediate bucket hierarchy. CurSegments consist of contigu-
ously stored entries with a segment size suitable for RDMA access
(e.g., 512 bytes, 1024 bytes). All entries in CurSegment share the
same hash suffix. Each entry is 8 bytes, and all inserts compete
for these entries in order using RDMA CAS. Extending the hash
collision space to the entire segment avoids splits triggered by un-
even data distribution among buckets. Reduce the frequency of
resize operations while improving index space utilization. We store
shared metadata (called CurSegMeta) in the CurSegment header,
which helps avoid storing metadata for each bucket. We also store
a filter in CurSegMeta to shorten the search path.

3) Resize-optimized entry. To mitigate read amplification dur-
ing resize, we pre-store a portion of the hash value (depth infor-
mation) in each entry. Specifically, we select 4 bits from the hash
value as depth information during each insert based on CurSeg-
ment’s local depth. In each subsequent segment split, a bit of depth
information is used to determine the moving destination of the
entry. This reduces access to the original KV during split opera-
tions. Moreover, it reduces space consumption by 50% compared to
storing the entire hash value of each entry while providing a similar
acceleration effect. To reduce the massive overhead of emptying
old entries in the resize operation, we add a sign bit for each entry
and CurSegMeta. Entries with the same sign bit as CurSegMeta
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Figure 5: Separate segment structure in SepHash.

are in an empty state. The merge operation can quickly empty all
entries in CurSegment by flipping the sign bit in CurSegMeta.

4) Sorted MainSegment. To speed up the search process, we
store fingerprints (a small sequence of hash-generated bits) of keys
in each entry. Only entries that match the fingerprint of the tar-
get key need to read the original KV for comparison. However,
MainSegment is much larger than CurSegment due to the merge
mechanism. Reading the entire MainSegment leads to high latency
and reduced throughput, as shown in Figure 3. To address this issue,
we sort entries based on their fingerprints and design an FPTable
that stores the number of entries for each fingerprint. Each read
operation only reads the entry array corresponding to a certain
fingerprint, which can be quickly located through the FPTable. An
RDMA READ can read this array, and the size is only a tiny part of
the MainSegment (e.g., 1/256 if using 8-bit fingerprints). However,
due to the enormous size of MainSegment, an array correspond-
ing to 8-bit fingerprints may contain up to a dozen entries. For
each entry, the corresponding KV needs to be read for comparison,
which will introduce multiple communications. To store a longer
fingerprint while maintaining an entry size suitable for RDMA CAS,
we maintain two 8-bit fingerprint fields fp and fp2 in each entry.
Fp is directly embedded in the entry, fp2 is stored at the end of the
entry, and all entries in the MainSegment are sorted by fp.

Combining all the design elements, the details of the separate
segment structure are shown in Figure 5. CurSegment and Main-
Segment both consist of a contiguous array of entries. All entries
in a CurSegment share the same hash suffix. Entries in a CurSeg-
ment are unordered, while MainSegment entries are sorted by fp.
CurSegMeta includes a sign bit for finding empty entries, a 7-bit
local_depth for extendible split, a pointer main_ptr to the corre-
sponding MainSegment and its length, and a filter for read access.
Each entry includes a 1-bit sign indicating its free status, a 3-bit
len indicating the length of the KV after alignment to 64 bytes, a
4-bit dep field for depth information, a 48-bit KV pointer, and two
8-bit fingerprints fp and fp2. FPTable holds the number of entries
for each fp. Based on the separate segment structure, the flow of
insert and search operations is as follows:

Insert: To insert a KV, the client first calculates the hash value
and indexes the corresponding CurSegment address in the local
directory cache. After reading CurSegment from remote memory,
the client looks for an empty entry with the same sign bit as CurSeg-
Meta and initializes it according to CurSegment’s local depth. As

Entry

CurSegMeta

sign local_depth: 5

hash value : 1100  ...  1111  0110  1011

01215round ...

key

fplensign dep kv_ptr fp2

       div 4 round 1

Figure 6: Initialization of entry.

shown in Figure 6, we organize 4 split operations as a round and
divide the hash value into several 4 bits accordingly. The current
round is determined by dividing the local depth by 4. Initialize the
dep field by taking the 4-bit hash value corresponding to the current
round. Two 8-bit hash values are then calculated as fp and fp2. The
client writes the initialized entry to the remote CurSegment using
RDMA CAS. Finally, the client uses two RDMA WRITEs to update
the filter in CurSegMeta and fp2 at the end of the entry. Update
or delete is converted into insert using the new or blank value,
according to the RTT-reduced Concurrency Control in §4.3.

Search: To search for a target key, the client first obtains CurSeg-
ment and MainSegment pointers from the local directory cache.
Then, the client retrieves the CurSegment filter and the MainSeg-
ment FPTable using RDMA READs. Based on the filter, the client
determines whether to read the entry array in CurSegment. Using
the FPTable, the client determines the address and length of the
entry array to be read in MainSegment. After reading the corre-
sponding entry array, the client reads KVs for entries that match
both the fp and fp2 fields and finally matches the key locally.

4.2.2 Segment merge and split. When the data accumulation in
CurSegment or MainSegment reaches the size limits, a segment
merge or split is triggered to transfer data to a new MainSegment.
Through depth information cached in the entries and batch clearing
the old entries, the main flow of both segment merge and split can
be completed within 5 RTTs, as shown in Figure 7.

Segment merge: 1 The CurSegment is read into the client’s
memory, and the entries are sorted according to their fp. For entries
with the same fp, if they also share the same fp2, we read the KV
to verify if they are duplicate keys. According to the RTT-reduced
concurrency control in §4.3, we only keep the entries closest to the
bottom for duplicate keys. 2 The corresponding MainSegment is
read andmerged with CurSegment. Replace the MainSegment entry
with the CurSegment entry that points to the same key. The merged
entry array becomes the new MainSegment if it does not exceed
the size limit. 3 The new MainSegment is written to the remote
memory, 4 followed by updating the main_ptr in the CurSegment.
5 The entire CurSegment is emptied by flipping the sign bits.
Figure 7 illustrates an example of segment merge. For simplicity,

we only use fp in this example and do not involve fp2. When sorting
the CurSegment, two entries with fp=8 are identified as duplicates,
with only the latter entry being retained. The merge operation with
MainSegment adds the entry with fp=4 directly, as it has nomatched
entries. The entry with fp=5 in the CurSegment replaces the old
entry in the MainSegment. The entry with fp=8 in the CurSegment
is appended to the MainSegment since it does not correspond to
the same KV in the MainSegment. In practice, since both fp and fp2
are used for matching, it is rarely necessary to read the KVs.
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Figure 7: Segment merge.

Figure 8: Segment split.

Segment split: In 2 of the segment merge, if the size of the
newly generated MainSegment exceeds the size limit, a segment
split is triggered. Each split creates two new MainSegments and
entries in the old MainSegment will be assigned to one of the two
newMainSegments based on their hash suffix. Because we pre-store
the first 4 bits of the suffix for each split round in the dep field, we
can complete the entry assignment without reading the original KV.
Assuming the current local depth is l, the bit at l mod 4 of the dep
field is the first bit of the suffix used by the current split. Entries are
divided into two new MainSegments according to the l mod 4 bit
of the dep. After splitting the MainSegment in client-side memory,
they are bulk written to remote memory using an RDMA WRITE.
When l mod 4 equals 3, the last split in the current split round is
in progress and all information in the dep field will be consumed.
Read the original KV to obtain a new dep.

An example is shown in Figure 8, the local depth of the old
MainSegment is 5, so the 1st bit (5 mod 4) of the dep field is used.
All entries in the old MainSegment with the 1st depth bit of 0 are
split to form a new MainSegment 00, while all entries with the 1st
depth bit of 1 are split to form a new MainSegment 01. In the next
splitting of segments 00 and 01, the second bit of dep field is used.

Merge or split operations update the main_ptr or local_depth in
CurSegMeta. When the insert operation reads the CurSegment, it
checks the main_ptr and local_depth to detect merges and splits
occurring in remote memory and updates the local directory cache.

4.3 RTT-reduced Concurrency Control
If two concurrent clients insert different values of the same key into
the same bucket, the search operation cannot determine the latest
value. Traditional indexes use lock-based [41] or reread-based [65]
schemes to avoid duplicate keys, both incur extra RTTs. As shown
in Figure 9, lock-based schemes obtain the bucket lock before insert

write entrylock

Client

DM

read buckets unlock

(a) Lock-based concurrency control

Client

DM

cas entry

reread bucketsread buckets
(b) Reread concurrency control

Client

DM

cas entry

write fp2
& filter

read meta
& entries
(c) RTT-less concurrency control

Zero-wait Write

Normal RDMA

Figure 9: RTT-reduced concurrency control. (The solid lines
mean normal RDMA requests, and the dotted line means zero-
wait write. The strategies’s overhead is marked in red.)

operations to prevent the writing of the same key. Reread-based
solutions reread the bucket after insert operations and remove all
duplicate keys. We propose a concurrency control strategy with
fewer RTTs using the following three techniques:

Append write: All writes to the CurSegment occur sequentially.
Initially, all CurSegment entries are empty, and inserts can only
occur on the first entry. All clients use RDMA CAS to compete for
the first entry. When the first entry is written, all clients move to
the second entry and repeat the process. All entries are written
atomically using RDMA CAS, ensuring that only one client can
successfully write the current first empty entry without locking
the segment. In addition, the append write ensures that the latest
version of a key will appear in the entry closest to the end. Search
operations can obtain consistent results for duplicate keys, so there
is no need to reread the bucket. Update and delete operations are
converted to inserts, competing for CurSegment entries in the same
order. It ensures that no writes will occur to CurSegment when the
merge operation is in progress, avoiding data loss.

Sliding window: Reading the entire CurSegment to find the
first empty entry causes high write latency. We divide the entry
array in CurSegment into fixed-length entry windows. Each client
maintains a offset variable for each CurSegment that indicates the
position of the last first empty entry. Each insert starts from the
locally recorded offset and reads the entry window one by one to
find the first empty entry. Each successful write updates the local
offset. Whenever a merge on the remote CurSegment is detected,
offset is reset to 0. This prevents any insertion into the window
behind the first empty entry. Due to the uniformity of the hash
function, the first empty entry is usually found on the first attempt.

Zero-wait write: The separate segment structure introduces
additional updates to fp2 and CurSegMeta. However, unlike READ
and CAS operations, RDMA WRITE don’t require a return result.
Based on this, we design a zero-wait write interface. We use a
coroutine framework to schedule and overlap all RDMA requests
from different clients, with each coroutine corresponding to a client.
We share a back-end RDMA connection (back-conn) for clients
that belong to the same thread. For RDMA WRITEs that don’t need
to wait for completion, we return after submitting it to the post
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Figure 10: Zero-wait write.

queue in back-conn. For instance, in Figure 10, coroutine 1 needs to
send an RDMA WRITE without waiting and another normal RDMA
request. It returns after submitting the WRITE request into back-
conn, followed by sending the normal RDMA request to the client’s
connection. During the polling process, the write operation posted
to back-conn is polled together through the coroutine framework.
The final schedule result is shown at the bottom of Figure 10, with
the latency of polling write results completely hidden.

The flow of RTT-reduced concurrency control is illustrated in
Figure 9(c). In the first RTT, depending on the local offset, the client
uses doorbell batching to simultaneously read the CurSegMeta and
CurSegment entry window. In the second RTT, the client selects the
first empty entry based on the sign bit in CurSegMeta and occupies
it using an RDMA CAS operation. If the CAS operation succeeds,
the client uses zero-wait write to post changes to fp2 in the tail
of the entry and filter in CurSegMeta. Compared to lock-based
and reread-based schemes, the RTT-reduced concurrency control
significantly reduces RTTs and has lower latency.

4.4 Filter and Cache
The leveling structure inevitably reduces read performance. To
speed up search operations, we design a filter for CurSegment and
a client cache for MainSegment.

4.4.1 FP filter for CurSegment. We adopt a bitmap as a filter for
CurSegment. Traditional filters, such as Bloom filter [2, 35], Quo-
tient filter [18, 33], Cuckoo filter [4, 13], need to modify/read mul-
tiple discrete bits for a single insert/query. This brings multiple
communication overheads in disaggregated memory. The bitmap
is equivalent to a bloom filter using a single hash function, and
inserts and queries on it require only one RDMA Read. The bitmap
records all fps that appear in CurSegment, and the i-th bit equal to
1 means that the entry with fp=i exists in CurSegment. For insert
operations, after occupying the empty entry, we write a 1 to the bit
at fp of bitmap. For search operations, clients use doorbell batch-
ing to read the MainSegment entries and the CurSegment bitmap
simultaneously. Clients read the CurSegment entry array only if
the bit corresponding to the given key in the bitmap is 1.

4.4.2 FPTable cache for MainSegment. On the client side, in addi-
tion to the directory cache, we design an FPTable cache to hold
MainSegment metadata. FPTable needs to store fp distribution in
MainSegment. As shown in Figure 11, a naive way of caching is
to record the number of entries per fp. However, this method will
result in vast space overhead and is not suitable for the compute
side with limited memory resources. Due to the uniformity of the
hash function, the number of entries corresponding to each fp in
MainSegment is very close (in our tests, the average data skew is

Figure 11: Client cache structure.

less than 18%). Therefore, we propose a compact FPTable cache
scheme using record points. We use a set of linear functions with
the same slope to fit the fp distribution in MainSegment. Suppose
the number of entries in MainSegment is 𝐸 and the total number
of fp is 𝑁 . For fp=i, we use the following formula (1) to predict the
starting address (𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑖 ) of the corresponding entry array.

𝑎𝑣𝑟 =
𝐸

𝑁
, 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑖 = 𝑎𝑣𝑟 × 𝑖 + 𝛿 (1)

where𝑎𝑣𝑟 is the average length of the entry arrays corresponding
to fps, and 𝛿 is used to correct prediction errors. The 𝛿 is initially 0
and is updated according to formula 2 when the FPTable is created.

|𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑖 − 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖 | < 0.5 × 𝑎𝑣𝑟 (2)

where 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖 is the actual starting address of the entry array
corresponding to fp=i. When the prediction error exceeds 0.5 times
𝑎𝑣𝑟 , a new record point is created in the FPTable, as shown in
Figure 11, recording the fp and the new delta value (a 5-bit sign
integer). FPTable reserves 32 record points, which is sufficient in
most cases. An overflow flag (overflag) is set at the end to indicate
the number of overflow record points, stored sequentially after it.
The record point based solution can save space compared to the
naive solution. For the search operation, the latest record point that
does not exceed the fp of the given key is found in the FPTable.
Then, the delta value is used to predict the start address of the entry
array. To ensure reading the complete entry array, several more
entries are read before and after the predicted entry array. If the
entry at the beginning and end of the array still has the given fp,
then the array has not been read completely, and an entry of size
0.5𝑎𝑣𝑟 is read further. In most cases, only one reading is required.

5 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate SepHash’s performance using different
workloads. The experiment setup is introduced first (§5.1). Next,
we compare SepHash with three other hash indexes using Micro-
Benchmark and YCSB benchmark (§5.2 and §5.3 ). Then, we compare
the space overhead of these indexes (§5.4). Finally, we evaluate the
impact of SepHash’s technologies and parameters (§5.5 and §5.6).

5.1 Experimental Setup
Hardware Platform. We run all experiments on 8 machines, each
with two 26-core Intel Xeon Gold 5218R CPUs, 384 GiB DRAM, and
one 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-5 IB NIC. Each NIC is connected
to a 100Gbps Mellanox IB switch. We use a machine to simulate
a memory pool and limit its CPU resources to a single CPU core,
which is only used for memory registration during the index initial-
ization stage [23, 56, 61, 65]. Memory is registered using huge pages
to reduce NIC page translation cache misses [14]. The remaining
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Figure 12: Insert throughput.
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Figure 13: Insert latency.
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Figure 14: Hybrid workloads.

machines constitute compute pools. Since current RDMA NICs do
not support remote memory allocation[23, 65], we reserve memory
space at the memory pool for each client.

Comparisons.We compare SepHashwith three distributed hash
indexes. 1) RACE [65] is the only distributed hash designed for dis-
aggregated memory, and because RACE is not open-source, we
implement it from scratch. 2) CLevel [9] and 3) Plush [41] are level-
ing hash indexes designed for a single machine, and we port them to
disaggregated memory by replacing local memory read/write with
RDMA READ/WRITE. To ensure fairness, we optimize CLevel and
Plush for disaggregated memory, such as removing persistence logs
and using bucket sizes that are appropriate for RDMA. Additionally,
we maintain client-side caches of similar size to SepHash for Plush
and CLevel. For Plush, we employed Monkey’s [12] policy to set
and cache the bloom filter. For CLevel, we maintain a KV-cache
due to its frequently updated structure. For SepHash, CurSegment
is set to 1024 bytes, and MainSegment is 64 times CurSegment’s
size by default. Based on previous work, we use a configuration of
8 entries per bucket for RACE. For all comparisons, we ensure that
each hash table initially has a similar number of entries to make
the conditions for the first resize operation comparable. In addition,
CLevel uses a client as a background thread for resizing the index.
We use 16-byte keys and 32-byte values that are representative of
KV stores in real-world workloads [3, 6, 23, 26, 43, 65].

5.2 Micro-Benchmark
We test the basic performance of each index by inserting and read-
ing 100 million KVs from scratch. Then, we adjust the number of
concurrent threads to observe their concurrent scalability. When
the number of threads is less than 16, they run on the same compute
node. For thread numbers 32, 64, and 128, they run on 2, 4, and
8 compute nodes respectively [23, 65]. Each thread runs with 1-4
coroutines, choosing the number of coroutines that provide the
highest performance as the final configuration.

5.2.1 Insert performance.
Insert throughput. As shown in Figure 12, SepHash achieves

the highest insert throughput, increasing by 1.4×–4.2× compared
to other indexes. SepHash also shows good scalability, and in-
sert throughput increases linearly with the number of concurrent
threads. RACE’s insert throughput gradually reaches a bottleneck
at 64 threads. CLevel also outperforms RACE, showing excellent
insert throughput and scalability. Plush shows the lowest write
performance of all concurrent configurations.

RACE’s low insert throughput mainly comes from high resize
overhead. As shown in Table 1, RACE’s resize operations occupy
half of the insert time. The entry-based move strategy makes it
impossible to empty the entries in the resized segment in time.
When concurrent clients access the resized segment, they attempt
to initiate a new resize operation but are blocked. Under 128 threads,
RACE experiences 80× more resize operations and takes 21× more
resize time than a single thread. Thanks to higher entry utilization
and the larger MainSegment maintained by the merge mechanism,
SepHash splits only 1/8 as much as RACE. SepHash’s efficient resize
strategy makes its resize time only 1/30 of RACE, and therefore, less
client-side blocking due to resize. Under 128 threads, SepHash’s
resize time has only increased by 4.2×. Plush’s resize operation
also takes a lot of time. Under a single client, the resize operation
time accounts for 45%. This is because Plush needs to read the
KV corresponding to each entry to determine which group they
belong to in subsequent levels. Moreover, RACE allows KV to be
inserted into empty buckets of the segment being resized, while
Plush completely prevents insertion into other free buckets on the
insertion path. As a result, Plush’s insert time increases more with
the number of concurrent threads than RACE, increasing by 30×
under 128 threads. CLevel’s resize operation only needs to insert a
pointer into the remote level list, so the resize overhead is negligible.

Insert latency. Figure 13 shows the median and tail latency
for different index insert operations. The tail latency is presented
using logarithmic coordinates. SepHash’s median latency under a
single client is 4.3𝜇s, only 58% of RACE (7.4𝜇s). CLevel’s median la-
tency is significantly higher while growing rapidly with increasing
concurrent threads. Plush’s median write latency is close to RACE.
SepHash and CLevel have stable tail latency, while RACE’s tail
latency increases rapidly, eventually increasing by three orders of
magnitude compared to SepHash. Plush has the highest tail latency.

When the number of concurrent threads is low, SepHash’s low
insert latency benefits from the RTT-reduced concurrency control
strategy that avoids extra RTTs. While SepHash’s merge and split
operations are more efficient, its local cache fails more frequently
than RACE. Consequently, SepHash’s insert process experiences
more retries than RACE, as shown in Table 1, which causes slightly
higher insert latency under high concurrent threads (as shown in
Figure 13 a). This is acceptable compared to the huge throughput
boost gained in SepHash. Most Plush inserts only need to access
the first level of the index and contain only 6 RDMA operations, so
the median latency is similar to RACE. CLevel has a higher median
insert latency because it checks all levels for conflicts before the
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Table 1: Index Overhead

1-client
/128-clients

resize_cnt
(104)

resize_time
(107 𝜇s)

insert_time
(108 𝜇s ) resize_ratio retry/level_cnt ReadBuc

SepHash merge_cnt split_cnt merge_time split_time 5.14/81.5 3.5%/1.01% 1.00/6.05 2.05/2.0786.1/86.1 1.64/1.64 0.39/1.10 1.82/8.22
RACE 12.9/1050 68/1470 13.4/290 50.79%/50.48% 1.00/3.82 2.0/2.0
CLevel 0.0012/0.0018 0.049/0.0008 14.9/113 0.00%/0.00% 2.00/8.28 4/16.6
Plush 59.6/59.6 64.7/329 14.7/444 45.35%/7.39% 1.00/1.00 34/34
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Figure 15: Search throughput.
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Figure 16: Search latency.
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Figure 17: YCSB benchmarks.

final insert. CLevel’s median insert latency increases rapidly with
higher concurrency due to the background rehash thread being
unable to move data in time. This results in insert operations having
to traverse more levels. For instance, Table 1 shows that under 128
threads, the median number of levels traversed by CLevel increases
to 8.28. SepHash and CLevel have the lowest tail latency, which
reflects the overhead of different resize schemes. For SepHash, mov-
ing entries in bulk and caching depth-info can minimize the number
of RDMA requests per resize operation. CLevel’s background re-
hash scheme makes the delay of resize operations not manifest in
foreground operations. In contrast, Plush and RACE have extremely
high tail latency due to their expensive resize scheme.

5.2.2 Search performance. Figure 15 shows the search throughput
of different indexes. RACE and SepHash outperform Plush and
CLevel by 7.8×-22×. Figure 16 illustrates that SepHash and RACE
have the lowest search latency, while Plush has 2×-10× higher read
latency than other indexes. The last column of Table 1 shows the
median number of read buckets (ReadBuc) in each index’s search
operation. RACE only needs to access two buckets per search oper-
ation. With the two-level index structure and the fp filter, SepHash
also only needs 2 RDMA READs to complete the search operation
in most cases. In contrast, each group at the bottom levels of Plush
corresponds to 16 buckets, which must be read sequentially during
the search process. CLevel also only needs to query two buckets
per index level but needs to access multiple levels. Table 1 shows
that Plush needs to read 34 buckets per search operation, and Read-
Buc of CLevel has grown 4× from a single thread to 128 threads,
resulting in high search latency for both.

5.2.3 Hybrid workload. Figure 14 shows the performance of dif-
ferent indexes under mixed workloads with different insert/search
operation ratios. We pre-insert 10 million KVs for each index, then
run a mixed workload containing 10 million operations. Each in-
dex records maximum throughput under 128 threads. Under a low

insert ratio, RACE performs well because there are few insert oper-
ations and no resize operation is triggered. When the insert ratio
reaches more than 50%, resize operations are triggered and RACE’s
throughput drops rapidly. Due to the low-overhead resize strategy,
SepHash maintains stable performance in the face of increased
insert operations. Finally, SepHash provides 8× the overall through-
put of RACE in a write-intensive scenario. The overall performance
of CLevel and Plush is stable but low.

5.3 YCSB Benchmark
We use the standard YCSB benchmarks [10] to test the performance
of these indexes. We pre-insert 100 million KVs and perform 10 mil-
lion operations under four workloads including (A) update heavy
(50% updates), (B) read mostly (95% read), (C) read only, (D) read
latest (5% insert). As shown in Figure 17, RACE and SepHash ex-
hibit higher performance among all YCSB workloads. In standard
YCSB benchmarks, the amount of loaded data is 10 times that of
hybrid workloads in the Micro-Benchmark, and all indexes are fully
expanded. In addition, there are more read operations in YCSB
benchmarks. As a result, the resize operations are not triggered
even under the YCSB A workload. The updates of RACE only in-
volve updating the KV pointer in each entry after a search. This
makes RACE perform quite well. SepHash maintains performance
close to RACE through its read optimization strategy, while Plush
and CLevel perform poorly due to search performance limitations.

5.4 Space Overhead Analysis
Space overhead is an important metric for hash indexes [9, 25,
30, 64]. To compare the space cost of different hash indexes, we
calculate the space utilization of different indexes and the space
cost of each component.

5.4.1 Space utilization. To compare the space efficiency of different
hash indexes, we introduce two metrics: entry utilization and space
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Figure 18: Entry utilization and space utilization.

utilization. Entry utilization is the ratio of the number of entries
holding valid data to the total number of entries. Space utilization
refers to the proportion of the space overhead of valid entries to
the total space overhead of the index. We first insert 10,000 KV,
which is close to when the index triggers the first resize operation,
and record entry/space utilization for every 1,000 KV inserted. For
CLevel, we record the utilization after waiting for the background
resize thread to complete. As shown in Figure 18, experimental
results show that SepHash achieves more than 90% entry utiliza-
tion and space utilization. Moreover, MainSegment maintains 100%
entry utilization. As more data is inserted, a larger MainSegment
results in higher entry utilization and space utilization. RACE and
CLevel have a maximum entry utilization of around 90%, but resize
operations significantly decrease their entry utilization. CLevel’s
entry utilization can even fall below 20% due to full table resize.
RACE has low space utilization due to the retention of metadata
in each bucket. Plush has excellent entry utilization but low space
utilization due to the large filters in each bucket.

5.4.2 Space overhead. We calculate the space overhead of each
component after inserting 100 million KVs, as shown in Table
2. BucMeta refers to metadata stored in the bucket, such as lo-
cal_depth and suffix stored in RACE’s bucket, and fp bitmap stored
in SepHash’s CurSegment. DirMeta refers to the segment and
bucket information in the directory, such as segment pointer in
RACE, and FPTable in SepHash. The experimental results show the
following: 1) For metadata overhead (BucMeta and DirMeta), al-
though SepHashmaintains additional fp filter and FPTable, BucMeta
is very small because the entire CurSegment shares metadata. In
addition, Sephash maintains a low global depth via the merge mech-
anism and large MainSegments, resulting in a small DirMeta. RACE
and Plush have high metadata overhead. RACE needs to store local
depth and suffixes in each bucket, while Plush needs to maintain a
bloom filter of more than 128 bytes for each bucket after the second
level. CLevel only includes a list of all levels, and its metadata over-
head is negligible. 2) For total overhead, the index size is mainly
determined by the number of its entries. SepHash has lower space
overhead because SepHash can be expanded more finely while
keeping the number of entries low. Table 2 shows that the total
number of entries in SepHash is only 101 million after inserting 100
million KVs. RACE with full-segment resize and CLevel with full-
table resize result in more space usage. After inserting 100 million
KVs, the total number of entries in the two indexes is 197 million
and 800 million, which is a huge space overhead. Plush uses a resize

Table 2: Space overhead

Depth
/Level

BucMeta
(MB)

DirMeta
(MB)

Total
(GB)

#Entry
(billion)

SepHash 14 2.37 2.96 0.85 1.01
RACE 18 188.56 6.00 1.66 1.97
CLevel 16 0 0 6.00 8.05
Plush 4 0 213.79 1.03 1.11

Table 3: The space overhead of FPTable cache

MainSeg/CurSeg 64 32 16 8
Naive 9 MB 18 MB 36 MB 73 MB

Record Point Based 2.68 MB 5.36 MB 10.8 MB 22 MB

strategy similar to SepHash, resulting in a lower total number of
entries and lower space overhead.

Table 3 shows the FPTable cache space of different MainSegment
sizes. Results show that the record point based scheme can save up
to 67% space compared to caching the FPTable directly. Even using
a small MainSegment will not cause excessive cache consumption.

5.5 In-Depth Analysis
To analyze the performance of SepHash and verify its optimization
design, we decompose the performance gap between RACE and
SepHash by applying SepHash’s key techniques one by one. Figure
19 describes the evaluation results for insert and search operations.

5.5.1 Write optimization. In Figure 19(a), Base represents the basic
version of SepHash, including the use of a dual-level structure,
append-write policies, and offset-based sliding windows. +resize-
op entry represents adopting the resize-optimized entry structure
with depth information and empty status on top of the Base scheme.
+zero-wait write indicates that the coroutine-optimized RDMA
WRITE interface is further applied. The Base scheme uses segment
merge and split to transfer the entries in the resize operation as a
batch, better matching the high bandwidth access granularity of
RDMA. As a result, SepHash allowsmore simultaneouswrites under
high concurrency conditions. With 128 client sides, SepHash gains a
1.6× throughput improvement over RACE. Resize-optimized entry
structure alleviates the huge read/write amplification caused by
reading KV and emptying entries during resize, further improving
performance by 2× compared to the Base solution. The coroutine-
optimized RDMA WRITE interface conceals the additional update
operations caused by the separate segment structure and ultimately
obtains a 3.3× performance improvement over RACE.

5.5.2 Read optimization. In Figure 19(b), Base refers to the scheme
of directly scanning the entire CurSegment and MainSegment.
+FPTable means enabling FPTable for sorted MainSegment and
maintaining the corresponding cache on the client side. +BitMap
means adding fp bitmap as a filter for CurSegment. The Base scheme
performs poorly due to the large size of CurSegment and MainSeg-
ment. Reading the entire CurSegment and MainSegment consumes
much bandwidth and cannot scale with the number of threads. FPT-
able reduces access granularity to the MainSegment to an entry
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Figure 19: In-depth analysis.

array of only 1/256 of the entire segment, resulting in a 22× in-
crease in read throughput over the Base solution. Fp bitmap avoids
accessing a KB-sized CurSegment for each read. In most cases,
CurSegment does not contain the target key, and unnecessary ac-
cess can be avoided by reading 1 bit in the bitmap. Using fp bitmap
further improves the read performance of SepHash by 2×, which is
close to the read performance of RACE.

5.6 Sensitivity Analysis
We test the impact of critical parameters on SepHash, including
segment size, the number of memory nodes, and variable KV size.

5.6.1 Segment size. The size of CurSegment and MainSegment de-
termines the frequency of segment merge and split and the number
of entries accessed in each operation. We test the impact of different
CurSegment and MainSegment sizes on read/write performance.

CurSegment size. Figure 20(a) shows how SepHash perfor-
mance varies with CurSegment size from 128 bytes to 2 KB. In
general, smaller CurSegments improve insert performance. Be-
cause MainSegments decrease synchronously with CurSegments,
the overhead of reading CurSegment and MainSegments during
merging and splitting is also reduced. In addition, each insert oper-
ation accesses smaller CurSegments, reducing read amplification.
In reducing CurSegments from 2 KB to 256 bytes, SepHash’s insert
throughput achieves a 2× performance improvement. Too small
CurSegment, however, can lead to frequent merge and split opera-
tions, declining the concurrent scalability of indexes. When using a
CurSegment of 128 bytes, SepHash’s insert performance decreases
compared to 256 bytes. SepHash’s search performance decreases as
CurSegment decreases. Because smaller CurSegment reduces the
MainSegment proportionally, thus increasing the overall depth of
the SepHash. As the number of CurSegments increases, more read
operations will hit CurSegment, and additional RDMA access will
significantly degrade search performance.

MainSegment size.We fix CurSegment to 1 KB and MainSeg-
ment size varies from 8 KB to 64 KB. As shown in Figure 20(b),
insert performance gradually improves as the MainSegment size
decreases from 32 KB to 8 KB. Because the smaller MainSegment re-
duces the read amplification caused by accessing the MainSegment
during merge and split. On the other hand, a 64 KB MainSegment
achieves better write performance because it reduces the frequency
of split. Increasing theMainSegment size can improve search perfor-
mance. Because larger MainSegments will hit more search accesses,
shortening access paths compared to search CurSegments.
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Figure 20: Impact of segment size.

5.6.2 Number of memory node. We test the impact of the number
of memory nodes on index performance. The rest of the index is
evenly distributed across all memory nodes except the directory.
CLevel is incompatible with multi-memory nodes because each
level requires large contiguous memory. We test the throughput of
inserting and searching 100 million KVs using different numbers
of memory nodes. As shown in Figure 21, test results show that
the insert performance of SepHash scales well with memory nodes.
For RACE and Plush, adding a memory node can improve their
insertion throughput while adding more memory nodes leads to
a gradual decline in performance. The read performance of RACE
and SepHash also increases first and then decreases with memory
nodes. Plush’s search performance continues to increase slightly.

Analysis. For indexes limited by the processing power of the
memory NIC, adding memory nodes can increase performance to
some extent. When the NIC processing power is sufficient, increas-
ing the memory node can lead to a decrease in index performance
due to the increase in RDMA connections [14, 29, 46, 60]. We intro-
duce an Array comparison to illustrate this problem. Array main-
tains the array length through a lock and inserts data by modifying
the array length exclusively and inserting KV pointers. For insert,
Array clients have a lot of competition for global locking. Due to the
low bandwidth of RDMA CAS operations, the concurrent locking of
128 clients quickly consumes NIC’s processing power. Therefore,
adding a memory node can improve Array’s insert performance.
When the lock competition is satisfied, the indexing performance
begins to decline. For search operations, since the Array only reads
the 8-byte KV pointer and the 48-byte KV, NIC processing power
is sufficient, resulting in search performance decreasing with the
memory node. Similarly, SepHash allows more concurrent opera-
tions through efficient resize operations and zero-wait writes, so
its insert performance scales well with memory nodes. The resize
operations of RACE and Plush block the insert of concurrent clients
and therefore scale limited with memory nodes. The search oper-
ations of SepHash and RACE are more complex than Array and
require more memory nodes to process requests.

5.6.3 Variable KV sizes. Figure 22 shows the SepHash performance
with different KV lengths. The insert performance is almost unaf-
fected by KV sizes, while search performance degrades when the
KV size exceeds 256 bytes, which is the PCIE packet size [31]. As
shown in Figure 3, the latency of a single RDMA operation rises
sharply after the access granularity exceeds 256 bytes, leading to
degraded read performance. The bottleneck in insert performance
is the RDMA CAS operation, which has a lower upper limit than
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RDMA WRITE/READ operations, so KV size has no significant im-
pact on performance. Therefore, reducing the use of CAS operations
in insert operations is important for designing write-optimized
indexes. We will explore further optimization in future work.

6 DISCUSSION
Apply to other platforms. SepHash aims to optimize hash resize
and concurrency control with trade-offs between RDMA bandwidth
and latency. We believe that SepHash can provide write perfor-
mance advantages on devices that prefer block read/write, making
it suitable for various scenarios from SSD-based persistent storage
to disaggregated memory based on CXL (Compute express link)
[11, 21]. Although CXL has lower latency, it uses the same PCIE
interface as RDMA, and we believe it still has a bandwidth and
latency trade-off similar to RDMA.

Other write-optimized indexes. dLSM [44], Sherman [43] are
also optimized for write-intensive workloads. However, there are
notable differences compared to SepHash. First, hash indexes pro-
vide high single-point query performance, while tree-based indexes
have poor search performance because they must consider range
query operations. Our test results show that SepHash achieves
over 20× higher read performance compared to dLSM. Therefore,
even under write-intensive conditions, the overall performance
of tree-based indexes is much lower than SepHash. Second, tree-
based indexes generally introduce huge client-side caches or buffers,
ranging from a few hundred MB to GB, significantly larger than
SepHash’s cache overhead of 3 to 20 MB. This can be unacceptable
for clients with tight memory resources on disaggregated memory.

Garbage collection. As in previous work [23, 65], we assume
that thememory pool will provide the interface for allocating and re-
claiming memory. SepHash’s memory space is mainly large chunks
of segments, which can be easily managed using techniques such
as epoch [16, 48] and reference counting [39]. Old segments that
are no longer accessible are reclaimed after merging and splitting.

7 RELATEDWORK
Indexes on disaggregated memory. RACE [65] is currently the
only hash index designed for disaggregatedmemory. RACE achieves
good read performance through shared overflow buckets and a
lock-free concurrency strategy. However, its entry-based resize
scheme and reread-based concurrency strategy seriously increase
resize overhead and write latency, making it inefficient for write-
intensive workloads. Sherman [43] and FG-Tree [61] implement
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Figure 22: SepHash performance with different KV sizes.

distributed B+Tree indexes based on disaggregated memory. FG-
Tree distributes B + Tree nodes in different ways and tests their
performance. Sherman uses hierarchical locking stored on RDMA
NIC memory to optimize concurrent access. dLSM [44] implements
LSM-Tree based on disaggregated memory, achieving high write
performance compared to B+Tree. ROLEX [23] accelerates access to
remote data by caching learned indexes on the client side. SMART
[26] finds that the radix tree is a better ordered index for disaggre-
gated memory, providing smaller read and write amplification. By
using fine-grained locks and merging accesses to remote memory,
SMART improves significantly over B+Tree-based indexes.

Write optimized hash index. Level Hash[64] contains two
levels of hash tables: a top level and a bottom level. The top level is
twice the size of the bottom level. Each resize operationmigrates the
data at the bottom level to a new hash table four times its size, thus
reducing the amount of data that needs to be transferred for each
resize. CLevel[9] further allows multiple hash table levels to coexist
and uses a background resize thread to continuously transfer data
from the bottom to the top level. Plush [41] combines extendible
hash with LSM-Tree to divide resize operations into small data
flows between levels. Dual-Stage index [55] divides the index into
dynamic and static stages. When data accumulated in the dynamic
stage reaches the upper limit, it is merged into the static phase.

8 CONCLUSION
In this study, we propose SepHash, a write-optimized hash index for
disaggregated memory. By designing a dual-level separate segment
structure and RTT-reduced concurrency control strategy, SepHash
eliminates the huge bandwidth consumption in the index resize
operation and achieves extremely low write latency. In addition,
SepHash designs an FPTable cache and fp filter to improve read per-
formance. Evaluations indicate that SepHash outperforms existing
solutions in write-intensive workloads with lower space overhead.
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